
13. Twos, Fives & Tens
Yeah, yeah, you
You’re gonna count to twenty by twos
It’s something you should know how to do
It’s something everyone should know how to do
2, 4, 6, 8, 10 (repeat)  
12, 14, 16, 18, 20 (repeat) 
2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20 
I knew that you could count by twos

Hey, hey, hi
You’re gonna count to fifty by fives
If you do it you will know you’ve arrived
When you do it, you will know you’ve arrived
5, 10, 15, 20, 25 (repeat) 
30, 35, 40, 45, 50 (repeat)
5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50 
You’ve counted fives and now you’ve arrived

Nah, nah, nen
You’re gonna count one-hundred by tens

I know this is a race you can win
I think you know this is a race you can win
10, 20, 30, 40, 50 (repeat)  
60, 70, 80, 90, 100 (repeat) 
10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100
I knew you’d win just counting by tens

You did it, you get it, you counted each one      
Twos, fives and tens, until you were done         
So use them each day and then you can say        
You’re brighter than the morning sun
That’s right, yeah, you’re brighter than the morning sun  

Activity Suggestions
This song can be a great supplement to your Hundredth 
Day of School activity.  The children will simply repeat the 
sequence of numbers they hear Stephen say and repeti-
tion will take care of the rest as they commit their twos, 
fives and tens to memory.  To add the visual element, have 
a chart or book ready that contains the numbers so that 
you can point to them as they are chanting them back to 
Stephen. To add the kinesthetic element, have the kids pat 
on their laps as they repeat each number.  In doing this, all 
three learning styles - auditory, visual & kinesthetic - will 
be satisfied.


